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Abstract—Cyber-physical situational awareness (CPSA) is
crucial for understanding the intricacies and relationships within
the interconnected electric grid, especially with increasing dis-
tributed energy resource penetration. However, beyond develop-
ing the necessary cyber-physical data fusion techniques, another
critical challenge to address is the multi-level, multi-owner data
exchange process and its cybersecurity. Therefore, in this paper
we explore the considerations for secure data exchange for
performing CPSA analysis and present the current landscape
alongside existing gaps, potential solutions, and next steps.
Additionally, we present a case study related to the project team’s
CPSA sensor and implementation architecture development,
called griDNA, and how these potential solutions could apply
and form a secure data exchange framework.

Index Terms—cyber-physical systems, electric grid, situational
awareness, secure data exchange, cybersecurity

I. INTRODUCTION

With the continually evolving cyber-physical grid and rising
penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs), cyber-
physical situational awareness (CPSA) is needed for holistic
observability into the interconnected, decentralized electric
grid [1]. Processes such as IEEE 1547 DER grid-support func-
tions and communication-assisted protection schemes increase
reliance on communications [2], [3]. The highly intercon-
nected nature of the grid with growing, distributed grid-edge
presence requires greater visibility into the cyber and physical
system states. It is no longer sufficient for the grid to only
monitor the physical power system – the cyber-physical system
must be monitored and understood to efficiently operate the
evolving, cyber-physical grid as well as respond to distur-
bances quickly and adaptively. Achieving CPSA in the grid
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is a challenging goal, especially due to the multi-level nature
of the grid (e.g., establishing trust between utility, aggregator,
customer levels), the lack of existent cyber-physical sensors
to gather necessary concurrent data, and techniques to fuse
cyber-physical data for full system CPSA.

As more DERs and smart technologies are connected to
the traditional transmission and distribution grid, it is of
paramount importance that grid operators have cyber-physical
visibility into the connected system as a whole. The 2003
Northeast Blackout demonstrated the critical need for sit-
uational awareness across utility systems; furthermore, as
cyber attacks increase in frequency and sophistication, this
situational awareness can no longer be limited to the physical
system dynamics [4], [5].

However, an important consideration in the multi-level and
multi-owner grid is the ability to securely exchange necessary
data for CPSA insights. For example, necessary data may
already exist on communicating devices that vary in capability,
from low-powered micro-sensors to high-powered server con-
figurations; from custom to standardized transmission proto-
cols; and from publicly broadcasting to certified, highly secure
hardware. This diverse set of devices vary significantly in their
cybersecurity capabilities. Other important considerations are
sensor placement algorithms to ensure the necessary system
observability; obtaining placement permission for new sensors,
and whether communication is locally integrated or overlaid,
are open, relevant questions to address. All in all, the security
and integration considerations for achieving interconnected
CPSA are critical to understand, especially as DER penetration
and grid modernization increase.

In this paper, we will focus on exploring these considera-
tions in terms of the state-of-the-art as well as remaining gaps.
We will discuss these considerations for defining next steps
for designing a CPSA sensor and implementation architecture,
called griDNA. Section II will detail existing architectures and
security solutions and Section III will dive into some of the
remaining security concerns and gaps. Section IV describes
potential solutions and Section V provides more details on
griDNA introducing a case study to discuss its security needs
and which potential solutions are most suitable for composing
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a secure data exchange framework. Finally, Section VI will
discuss conclusions and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Constituents of the multi-level, multi-owner electric grid
each exhibit specialized cyber-physical architectures built for
particular purposes. Energy markets, utilities and DER owners
carry out their missions with divergent bases of security
requirements and outcomes. Utilities may rely on network
separation, whether for legacy equipment with private, leased
communication lines, or for air-gapped isolation of control
equipment, for example [6]. Meanwhile, DER owners may
have compulsory communications with contracted system
maintainers and grid operators, enabled by unspecified net-
work connections such as local wireless networking connected
to an internet service provider [7].

Energy markets have begun to tackle security issues by us-
ing blockchain technologies; blockchain frameworks promise
secure, transparent market transactions [8]. The surety of
blockchain applications is under constant examination [9], as
newly implemented use-cases succeed or fail.

III. SECURITY CONCERNS FOR DATA EXCHANGE

The data exchange needed for cyber-physical situational
awareness spans the operating power system state-space bal-
ancing production, loads and disturbances, and requires insight
into even larger numbers of comparatively small, distributed
generating systems. Given the availability of data needed to
improve grid operation and integration of distributed gen-
erating resources, the challenge becomes identifying which
information is of a protected class.

The system granularity allowing local inverter-based sys-
tems to support a stressed large-scale power grid, also poses a
risk as an attack surface if left unprotected. For this application
of deploying CPSA sensors, the sensors themselves and the
networks where they are deployed must prevent access to
certain classes of data and data synthesis, while other data
remains publicly visible with protections against unauthorized
modification.

New guarantees of data integrity and authenticity are nec-
essary for the evolving, multi-faceted nature of power and
ancillary service producers, consumers and intermediaries,
amongst whom trust is not implicit.

Technology for secure communications exists in assorted
hardware, software and virtualization forms, tackling con-
straints such as translation, scalability, interoperability and
latency, while seeking to satisfy confidentiality, integrity, avail-
ability, authenticity and non-repudiation. Sensors for CPSA
may be further constrained to temporal access to data flows,
or network segmentation and trust zones.

Secure data exchange will rely on cryptographic primitives
and implementations rigorously vetted for the anticipated
lifetime of the specific installations. For example, recommen-
dations for key strengths and lifetimes are defined according
to the accepted progression of successful attacks against types
of keys. Recommendations for cryptographic algorithms are

defined by the algorithms’ strengths against demonstrated
or anticipated attacks by conventional or quantum means.
Additionally, a strong key management infrastructure is also an
important requirement to ensure proper cybersecurity hygiene.
Defining processes and procedures for key issuing, revocation,
and recovery will be needed.

IV. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

A. Single Board Computer Options

Several single board computers (SBCs) are available that
are capable of harnessing the necessary hardware and soft-
ware to implement secure data exchange. These SBCs vary
in resources, capabilities, and cost. The SBC chosen will
depend on the capabilities needed, cost, and how well they
can be integrated into existing environments. Low-cost SBCs
may be sufficient for grid-edge devices that require minimal
processing, whereas higher-cost industrial systems may be
necessary when aggregating data and performing complex
analysis across a large number of the deployed low-cost SBCs.
Each of the SBCs will also need to interoperate with a diverse
set of devices and protocols to be practical. DERs continue to
evolve and the SBC system(s) selected will also need to adapt
to those changes. Existing commercial-off-the-shelf hardware
can be leveraged to collect and communicate data between
DERs. To ensure secure communications between multiple
parties, open source or commercial software can be integrated
within the SBCs.

Fig. 1: Hardware options for implementing secure data ex-
change.

The specifications for several systems that can serve as
a sensor to securely exchange data are shown in Fig. 1.
Each of these devices are capable of interoperating with one
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another which is important when a diverse set of sensors
are deployed. The combination of Random Access Memory
(RAM), Central Processing Unit (CPU), and storage are im-
portant to determine the software that can be supported for
each board. For example, a sensor that harnesses software
that is memory intensive may be narrowed down to only those
devices that exceed a certain threshold of RAM. It should also
be noted that many of the example sensors included here do
have the ability to be expanded and customized to a variety
of configurations. Additional low-cost modifications, such as
increasing the storage capacity, are also available if required.

The number of communication ports is also an important
feature since the sensors will need to serve as a bump-in-
the-wire system while also communicating with the other
sensors deployed. Universal Serial Bus (USB) to Ethernet
dongles can be introduced as needed as a low-cost solution
to increase the number of network communication ports. The
number of USB ports and built-in Ethernet ports along with
their speeds is another factor that can drive which SBC is
selected. Additionally, if artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms
are planned for an individual sensor, it may be beneficial
to include sensors with a Graphics Processor Unit (GPU),
Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) or other advanced processor
architecture to enhance performance. Machine learning algo-
rithms may be desired to assist in the detection of abnormal
behavior which could be indicative of a cyber-physical attack.
Also, to ensure that the sensors boot properly into a known
good state that is secure or to have a trusted execution
environment, it is important to deploy sensors that support
technologies such as the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) or
ARM TrustZone. These hardware security features could be
used to securely store cryptographic keys or perform secure
computations. Wireless communications will become more
important as 5G and cellular communications are introduced
into DER environments. Wi-Fi capabilities will be particularly
important especially as the number of devices increase in
regard to Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).

Finally, to simplify the portability of custom or commercial
software packages, it is important to include SBCs that support
software containerization. Containerization technology allows
new software packages to be rapidly integrated into deployed
devices without requiring custom modifications to the software
to function or cumbersome troubleshooting to integrate the
software package when the underlying hardware platforms
change. Note, the devices listed in Fig. 1 do not represent
a comprehensive list of all potential options, but do provide
a snapshot of the available options that can serve as viable
options to deploy sensors that can securely exchange data.

B. Data Exchange and Type

With regard to power system data intended for public
consumption, a popular idea for preventing unauthorized mod-
ification is that of using distributed ledgers incorporating
cryptographic validation mechanisms. Transactions or other
records can be secured in data structures such as chains
or graphs preserving the integrity of data. These schemes

are built to allow information owners the ability to select
how information is shared. Some such arrangements may be
infeasible in the realm of grid support functionality whereby
a standard level of detail is necessary, however the methods
of immutable ledgers remain a potential solution for securing
published data that cannot be tampered with or maliciously
modified.

Additionally, it is important to consider what type of cyber-
physical data needs to be communicated between owners
in a multi-owner system. For example, power system data
could include measurements such as voltage, current, real and
reactive power, and frequency at different buses as well as
system topology including generator and load locations. These
topology-focused measurements and information are often
considered sensitive by the system owner and are typically
not shared with external entities and/or other system owners.
Therefore, by studying what type of data is available in a
particular system, one can define what type or form of data can
be shared across multiple owners. In the case of the topology-
focused data, this detailed information could be shared with
a single system to increase individual system situational
awareness while only aggregate data (e.g., total real power
generation, total load, average frequency) would be shared
with external entities to enhance cohesive system operation.
Similarly, for the cyber network data, it is important to assess
what data is useful to share across system owners and does
not release any sensitive information. For example, sharing
information types of communication protocols, security alerts,
and modes of operation/control (e.g., grid support functions)
can benefit integrated, multi-owner systems.

Placement and roles of the griDNA sensors will dictate
both data sharing and protection requirements. Encryption
requirements of griDNA shared data will depend on each
sensor’s location and access privilege. For example, a griDNA
sensor located within a physically protected area with only
analog and digital inputs for reading system measurements,
and no further communication interfaces to network-connected
cyber-physical equipment, may be allowed to communicate
with similarly situated griDNA sensors without encryption.
Careful configuration of network segmentation, firewalls and
data separation is required for these griDNA sensors’ com-
munications with next-level sensors/aggregators having greater
access and communication privileges.

C. Data Encryption

For griDNA sensors requiring encryption, Transport Layer
Security (TLS) is the de facto standard providing an encrypted
tunnel for application data of any kind. The resources neces-
sary for supporting TLS, such as an operating system with
libraries for secure socket layer, pre-provisioning of Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) certificates, and internet connection
for software and certificate status updates, may exceed the
capabilities of lower end IoT devices implementing more
elementary griDNA sensors.

MQTT, the lighter-weight popular IP-based IoT pub-sub
communication protocol, provides optional, built-in end-to-end
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encryption with subscribers employing ad hoc (i.e. not PKI)
username/password protection. Disadvantages to this approach
include cumbersome password management as the number of
subscribers increases. [10].

Named Data Networking (NDN) [11], a data-centric al-
ternative to host-based communication architectures, provides
security at the data level [12], employing per-packet signatures,
schematized trust, and encrypting data at creation [13]. Data
owners themselves establish requesters’ data access rights.
Examples of NDN in health apps [13] and IoT [14] have shown
success with information-centric architecture. An example
NDN certificate management system is proposed in [15].

As the implementation and discovery regarding griDNA
sensors evolve through case study and demonstration projects,
we propose for further consideration the exploration of rigor-
ous criteria to be established for identifying and categorizing
data protection agreements regarding cyber-physical data col-
lection and fusion.

In the other direction, information about connected devices
and users is often garnered silently, through mechanisms other-
wise created to improve usability and experience. The concept
of privacy budgets, as proposed by Google, addresses such
fingerprinting by suggesting voluntary limits on the amount
of information collected by sites from device configurations or
user behaviors. Sites authorized to access CPSA sensors could
presumably be required to abide by privacy budgets devised
specifically for cyber-physical observability.

Secure data exchange by CPSA sensors will enable trusted
observability and characterization of the cyber-physical system
state. The path to solving the concerns surrounding secure data
exchange will take into consideration several aspects of data
protection. Trade-offs of diversely capable SBCs, software de-
fined networks, and containerized solutions will be examined,
wired and wireless access up to and including 5G and Wi-
Fi 6 will be considered, observability analytics platforms will
be studied, and X-As-A-Service will be explored for securing
CPSA sensor data in flight and at rest.

V. CASE STUDY FOR GRIDNA

To address the need for CPSA in the grid, we have pro-
posed to develop griDNA, multi-level CPSA sensors and their
implementation architecture, that collects cyber-physical data
at varying, decentralized grid levels and applies advanced
sensor data-fusion techniques, both locally and globally, to
understand the cyber-physical system state, characterize inter-
dependent systems, and inform comprehensive planning, op-
eration, and mitigation decisions; Fig. 2 presents an overview.
Specifically, the griDNA sensor will not only collect the cyber
and physical data concurrently but also perform onboard fusion
analysis in real-time.

However, we must address the secure data exchange multi-
level and multi-owner challenges for achieving the griDNA
goals. The initial use-case for the griDNA project is presented
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 shows an integrated transmission
system (IEEE 39-bus) and distribution system (local 15-
bus system [16]) with 3 photovoltaic (PV) systems (11MW,

1MW, 256kW). The green curves indicate division between
two entities, the utility-owned and privately-owned assets.
Fig. 4 shows a representative communication network for the
integrated power system including network devices such as
gateways and routers as well as the smart inverters for the grid-
edge PV systems. The yellow circles represent the exemplar
local griDNA sensor placements, the blue circles represent the
enclave griDNA sensors, and the green circles represent the
global griDNA sensors.

Next, we describe a potential griDNA sensor data collection
and analysis scenario; this scenario is summarized in terms of
sensor capability in Table I. Note, this scenario is described for
a paper-study purpose and further details (e.g., data storage,
type of insights, entity participation) will be detailed in future
experiments and publications.

• The local griDNA sensors collect cyber-physical data
and perform onboard data fusion analysis only using the
collected, local data streams. The local griDNA sensors
are trusted by the system owner and their insights are not
shared with other entities.

• The enclave griDNA sensors can collect cyber-physical
data and perform onboard data fusion analysis and,
additionally, aggregate insights or specific data sets sent
by local griDNA sensors within the same system. The
enclave griDNA sensors are trusted by the system owner
and their insights are not shared with other entities.

• The global griDNA sensor only aggregates insights (with
high-level data fusion) sent by enclave griDNA sensors
across different systems, owned by different entities. The
global griDNA sensor is trusted by all system owners and
its insights can be shared with all participating entities.

A. Secure Data Exchange Architecture Design for griDNA

For the griDNA application in the case study and scenario
described in this section, we would like to formulate an initial
secure data exchange architecture that applies the potential
solutions described in Section IV. For this effort, we will
divide the architecture into five main pieces and discuss how
each of these solutions can be applied to achieve the secure
data exchange goal.

griDNA Sensor Design: As presented in Section IV, SBCs
of varying specifications are available for the different griDNA
sensor scenarios. Hardware selection will rest upon the partic-
ular applications to be run in each scenario.

Where throughput, low latency and encryption are required,
cryptographic hardware accelerators can be found in the form
of special purpose processor cores, co-processors, or extension
boards; cryptographic software accelerators are now available
as an extension in many processors’ Instruction Set Architec-
tures (ISA) [17].

Specialized boards with pre-installed hardware accelerators
and firmware suited to scenarios can be used where appropri-
ate. Care must be taken with immutable hardware features that
could be rendered outmoded with advances in technology.

Keystores holding devices’ certificates may be password
protected or securely held in TPMs or hardware security
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Fig. 2: Overview of griDNA multi-level CPSA sensors and implementation architecture vision.

TABLE I: Local, Enclave, and Global griDNA Sensor Summary for Data Sharing, Data Fusion (DF), and Local/Aggregate
(Aggr.) Analysis Capabilities

Sensor Type Collects Data? Shares Data? Local DF? Aggr. DF? Shares Local Insights? Shares Aggr. Insights?
Local Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Enclave Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Global No No No Yes No Yes

Fig. 3: Interconnected transmission and distribution system
with grid-edge PV.

modules (HSM) commensurate with the devices’ security
requirements.

Hardware and software solutions, as well as virtualization
forms, such as software defined networking, containerization
and X-As-A-Service, can be applied elsewhere as appropriate
for satisfying portability, security and interoperability needs.

Local griDNA Sensor: Local sensors, collecting and ana-

Fig. 4: Network for interconnected system with exemplar
griDNA sensor locations.

lyzing data from one location/area using data fusion methods
require sufficient hardware and software (described in prior
section) to collect, store, and analyze data. Additionally, se-
cure communication is needed between the local and enclave
griDNA sensors as discussed in the additional features section.
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Enclave griDNA Sensor: Enclave sensors, collecting and
analyzing data from numerous local sensors with data fusion
methods, will have the greatest demand for high through-
put and low latency. Previous experiments on the project
team’s emulation system described throughput and latency
benchmarks [18]. Enclave sensors will need to support secure
communication to local sensors, where data and local insights
are shared. Enclave sensors will also support secure commu-
nication to global sensors where only aggregate insights are
shared and some data may need to be obfuscated.

Global griDNA Sensor: Global sensor design support-
ing full-scope aggregation and analysis with edge device
deep learning could incorporate additional concepts from
distributed, artifical intelligence (AI) and machine learning
where greater efficiencies are needed. Examples of elastic
inference with multi-capacity models, distributed inference
via workload prediction, and efficiently distributed training
based on importance sampling are considered in the work
of [19]. The global sensors will, in general, have the most
computational and storage resources available amongst the
collection of sensors to perform analysis on the aggregated
data.

Additional Features: Privacy-preserving data sharing meth-
ods including exchanging encrypted data, aggregating anony-
mous data, and pooling identified data in secure environments,
are widely investigated for modern medical research [20].

Building from these three methods in the performance
of anomaly detection for cyber-physical grid protection, an
enclave griDNA sensor in a secure environment could logically
pool identified data from local griDNA sensors; enclaves could
exchange anonymous aggregated data for mid-range analytics
and prediction; and the global griDNA sensor could exchange
encrypted data with all enclaves for full-scale data fusion and
analysis. Where necessary, anonymization should be used to
the extent possible while still providing the ability to backtrack
to the sources for appropriate response to physical and cyber
issues.

Borrowing structures from data science, trees, chains and
graphs can be put to use in preventing unauthorized modifica-
tion of transactions or other records. Distributed ledgers such
as the bitcoin blockchain employ Merkle Trees to efficiently
prove a record to be a valid part of a previous commitment
[21].

The Mnemosyne Logger [14] is a distributed, event-logging
system built upon NDN and utilizes a directed acyclic graph
structure to achieve an interlocking, immutable record of
events. Unlike many blockchain implementations requiring
computationally expensive proof of work, Mnemosyne re-
quires proof of authenticity, providing high throughput and
resiliency.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Secure data exchange for cyber-physical situational aware-
ness of a multi-level, multi-owner electric grid requires consid-
eration of appropriate methods of securing and integrating new

and existing sources of characteristic data of the interacting
cyber and physical state-spaces of the electric grid.

The griDNA sensors, the multi-level CPSA sensors cur-
rently under development, will contribute to the exploration
of a set of solutions to the remaining challenges toward
attaining the secure, cyber-physical awareness needed for an
increasingly distributed and interconnected electric grid.

In this paper, we detailed the nature of these security
challenges and proposed several potential solutions and design
considerations for the griDNA sensor. We discussed these
considerations, and persisting challenges, from the perspective
of an integrated transmission, distribution, and PV system with
exemplar griDNA sensor placements. In particular, we put
forth the following concepts for an initial framework:

• We categorized and segmented the grid into three layers:
(1) Local, (2) Enclave, and (3) Global. Each layer would
have different owners of the data produced. The types of
data to be shared between the layers and the requirements
necessary to share the data were also discussed and
defined;

• We discussed the hardware and software resources re-
quired for the various griDNA sensors placed at different
locations within the transmission and distribution system
(local, enclave, and global). Additionally, we provided
candidate SBC options that can support the features
needed by the griDNA sensors;

• We described several security considerations, such as
host-based and data-centric security options and next
generation communication options such as NDN and Wi-
Fi 6;

• We described data security structures from the fields of
data science, medical research and health apps that can
be applied for the griDNA CPSA focus;

• We discussed deep learning efficiency methods of dis-
tributed AI for IoT that can be leveraged for griDNA
distributed data fusion needs.

Ultimately, a high-level framework designed for secure data
exchange in the grid is proposed in this paper that categorizes
and segments the grid into different layers and defines specific
hardware/software considerations and data exchange/structure
considerations for each layer. In future work, we will build
upon this framework by implementing some of the proposed
solutions in a real-time cyber-physical emulation environment
and assessing griDNA sensor operation. We will continue to
define and iterate on the framework such that secure data
exchange is achieved for enabling cyber-physical situational
awareness in the electric grid.
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